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IT’S UP TO YOU

This Newsletter relies for its content on material supplied by its readers and 

no-one else. It does not ‘pick up’ on articles in other publications, it does not 

syndicate and it tries to reflect no-one’s views and opinions other than those 

of its readers. You can help to maintain that integrity by ‘keeping in touch’ …. 

let us know what you think, what you are doing with your hobby. If you have 

any ideas about how this Newsletter could be improved, what you like or 

don’t like about it, then please contact the Newsletter either through “Over to 

You” or to the Editor direct at…….

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com”
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If you would like to join the team and set up a regular (or even occasional) 
feature, please contact the Editor. At the moment this Newsletter is too 
much a “one man band”!  All contributions are welcome. 

CONTACT THE NEWSLETTER 

The Newsletter now has its own e-mail contact address, which is :- 

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com” 

We hope we will have a very full ‘in-tray’ each month!  

Any ideas about what we should include, any contributions you may wish to 
make about yourself and your interests, any news, recommended hobby 
outlets or just a general “Hi” to fellow readers would be very welcome. 

It’s your Newsletter! Use it. 

NEWSLETTER POLICY 

This Newsletter is freely distributed to regular subscribers and is available 
to download through Macclesfield Model Railway Group’s web site and 
others. Some of our information is derived from the internet and we try to 
acknowledge sources where ever we can. However, it is not always possible 
to trace original sources with the limited facilities that we have and we 
apologise unreservedly in advance for any oversight. 

As a reader/recipient of this Newsletter, you are free to distribute it 
amongst your friends and family, other clubs and societies to which you 
may belong or use any part of it to promote and further interest in railway 
modelling. 

MMRG claims no copyright of any of the content and you are free to use any 
part of it for any non-profit making purpose you wish. Should you wish to 
use any of the content in any documentation of your own, all that we ask is 
that, as a courtesy, you forward us a copy. 

With regard to commercial/for profit use of our material, we have to rely on 
trust - we have no way of monitoring such use. If you do intend to use our 
material in such a way, please ask for permission first. It is unlikely to be 
refused but, at the very least, an acknowledgement would be expected in 
return. 

COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING 

Our policy, at present, is that this publication will carry no commercial 
advertising. It is a Newsletter! However, should you wish to place an 
“advertising article” concerning a new product, an up-grade to an existing 
product or a more general “of benefit/interest to railway modellers” article, 
please contact ‘The Editor” via e-mail initially. It is understood that such 
features do not carry the endorsement of MMRG unless specified. 

AND FINALLY 

This Newsletter is produced for and on behalf of Macclesfield Model 
Railway Group as part of their ‘constitutional obligation’ to promote and 
support the hobby of railway modelling. MMRG, under it’s own rules, is 
obliged to pursue ‘educational’ opportunities within the hobby and this 
Newsletter is proud to play its part. 

No price can be placed on the value of ‘education’, which is why this 
Newsletter is, and always will be, free. 

—————————————————————
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EDITORIAL

He’s at it again! Dominic’s been on his travels, but this time a 

little nearer to what most of us call home. For Dominic, 

however, it’s a fair way from Berlin ……. I’m sure he must 

have shares in Lufthansa! 

Where’s he been?

Last summer (it’s only November, yet the summer seems so 

long ago!) he and Gabi toured North and mid-Wales and, of 

course, no such trip would be complete without visiting all 

those ‘Great Little Trains of Wales’.

With Bachmann, Heljan and Peco offering some great new 

009 locos and rolling stock, many of us are, I’m sure, very 

tempted to ‘have a dabble’ in that narrow gauge scene and 

Dominic’s reports of his travels should provide us with some 

great inspiration!

We start, this month, with his opening visit to, where else, but 

the Ffestiniog Railway.

Speaking of ‘having a dabble’, Paul (remember his oil 

storage tanks?) has produced a great wrecker truck for the 

MMRG 0n30 group’s new layout, ‘Purgatory Junction’. He’s 

taken a 1:48 scale Russian Gaz military truck kit and, with a 

mix of kit bashing and scratch building, produced a 

somewhat ‘beaten up’ and well used Ford AA recovery truck. 

The Gaz was a good place to start as these trucks were, in 

fact, Ford AAs made under licence by the Soviets and 

although ‘Purgatory Junction’ is set in 1950, the wrecker truck 

is very much a relic of a bygone age that is still earning its 

keep!

His article serves to remind us that you can build whatever 
you want - all you need (in this case) is a ‘donor’ kit, some 

basic materials and tools, a little imagination and a steady 

hand. If you are modelling in ’00’, there are a whole host of  

1:72 WW2 military truck kits that can be converted to ‘civvy’ 

use and could add a period ‘flavour’ to your model railway 

dating anywhere between the mid 30s and the early 60s. 

Even Ford AAs were produced in Britain prior to WW2 and 

could be seen, still in use, well into the 50s. I can remember 

our coal man using one into the very early 60s ……. how on 

earth he kept it running I have no idea. Of course, by then, it 

was producing more smoke than the coal fired chimneys it 

supplied!

An old favourite of ours has also been on its travels …… 

Wolfe Lowe recently visited Folkstone. No mention of those 

pesky three and screw link couplings. Maybe it’s just me they 

like to frustrate! Whilst I wholeheartedly agree that scale 

couplings look good, they do encourage me to pray a lot. You 

know the one, ”Oh, Lord, give me patience ….. and give it to 

me now!”

Anyway, enough of my ramblings!

It’s time for you to scroll down to the next page and enjoy the 

read!

I’ll meet up with you again on page 22.

Macclesfield Model Railway Group 
through the On30 Group, supports the development of 

“MegaPoints Controllers” 
for all the latest news, go to:- 

"www.megapointscontrollers.com"
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RAILWAY PRESERVATION'S BEST KEPT 
SECRET……AND POSSIBLY BEST DAY OUT! 
Phil Mason

With around 50 miles of track to play on and a steam tour 

taking two and a half hours, it's also possibly one of the 

longest. It's one of the few ways to see inside a steel works 

and…………. wait for it ………… IT'S FREE! 

The Appleby Frodingham Railway Preservationn Society 

(AFRPS) don't make it too easy. It's not at Appleby (on the 

Settle-Carlisle), it's at Scunthorpe. You have to book via the 

tourist information office at a place called Brigg 

(unsurprisingly, there isn't one in Scunthorpe) and park near 

a seemingly disused steel mill. However, we did see a faded 

brown tourist sign with the usual train logo. 

But, if you get past these initiation tests, you are rewarded 

with a brilliant day out that manages to be laid back and 

relaxing but efficient and informative all at the same time. 

After finding the neatly kept platform hidden behind some 

bushes you do begin to wonder if you're the victim of some 

elaborate hoax. With minutes to go, there's nobody around 

and not a train in sight. 

Gradually, a few more souls turn up and it begins to look 

more promising as someone appears in a high vis jacket and 

busies himself with a walkie talkie. Was that a whistle I 

heard? Sure enough, exactly on time, a puff of smoke is seen 

and a little industrial loco drags a pair of old DMU coaches 

into the platform. 

No ticket checks are required (there aren't any) but we're 

soon informed that the society has "lots of ways of extracting 

money from you". The first is by selling maps of the site. 20p! 

I'm going to enjoy this! 

Now I used the word 'site' advisedly because the route is 

unknown. The AFRPS have permission to use British Steel's 

metals over the vast steelworks site but only on an 'ad hoc' 

basis. Every tour is a mystery and is entirely dependent on 

operations and where the control centre feels like sending us. 

There are no lineside signals on the system and permission 

to proceed or to alter points is sent by radio. 

Another interesting observation is that many of the internal 

trains are also radio controlled, with the operator riding in a 

wagon with a handset or walking alongside. It can be 

disconcerting to see a heavy train moving with no one in the 

cab.

There were once around fifty locos on the system; there are 

probably nearer twenty now, some from Norway which must 

have come from the docks by road because they are too big 

for the BR loading gauge. The fleet also includes a former 

class 20 but that seems to be out of use now. 
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It's exciting to pass the hot metal torpedo trains; I've read that 

the outside temperature is no more than 90 degrees C, but 

inside it's nearer 900 C and you can feel the heat as they go 

past even inside the DMU. 

So, after an hour or so we get to the headquarters of the 

preservation society. Lunch in an old coach where I can't see 

they'll make much money out of us, charging £4.50 for a 

sandwich, cake and tea. 

There's time for a quick look in the loco shed and a visit to 

the gift shop, then it's back on the train to complete the 

tour. You may pass British Steel's own depot and see some 

more of their locos. 

At the end, there's a collection. When making a donation, 

please bear in mind what a wonderful time you've had and 

how much a similar experience would cost elsewhere and 

give accordingly. 

    Here's a link to the website of the AFRPS:

www.afrps.co.uk

“On selected summer weekends, we run Railtours around 

the Scunthorpe Steelworks site. With guides on hand, you’ll 

learn all about Iron and Steel Making with glimpses of red 

hot steel.”  So says their web site ….. and there’s precious 

few who can match that! 

You'll soon be hooked and wanting to plan your visit! 
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MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :- 

“THE MODEL CENTRE” 

Hill Farm, Beck Hole, Whitby, North Yorkshire,  

YO22 5LF 

01947 899125 

“www.themodelcentre.com"

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend:- 

ABC Model Railways 
‘Always on the right track’ 

tel:-    07813 031152 
e-mail:-    abcmodelrailways@yahoo.co.uk 

web:-    ‘www.abcmodelrailways.com'
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YOU CAN BUILD ANYTHING YOU WANT - YOU 
NEED A WRECKER/TOW TRUCK?  (part 1)
Paul Atkinson

Kitbashing a Gaz-MM 1:48 Truck into a 1930’s US Ford 
AA Tow Truck (Ford AAs were also found in the UK!)

Mike (Hebblethwaite) sent me a few pictures of various 
American trucks and one set of images caught my 

attention. It was of a lovely beaten up tow truck that had 
seen better days, well used and of an era and type that 

would fit right in the 0n30 group’s vision of Purgatory 
Junction. 

However, the image was of a fellow modeller’s work 

and I have heard that there is a ‘golden rule’ that one 
should never use a model as a reference. Well, the 

original modeller had done such a great job and it was 
just perfect for what we needed. Studying the image, it 

appeared to be in 1/35th scale and based on a Ford AA 
truck and looked just about perfect. I intend to contact 

the original modeller when this is completed, and let 
them know their work was its inspiration, and what 

better flattery?

Mike has a considerable stash of 1/48th truck kits and 
one in particular looked to be a very close match. It’s a 

GAZ-MM Truck by UM (No.504) and is, basically, a 

Ford AA built under licence in the Soviet Union during 

WW2.

The kit instructions were studied and a rough idea of 
the assembly was formulated. The truck bed and the 

front bumper were discarded and the spare tyre (should 
that be tire?) would not be located underneath but, 

instead, just thrown on the bed behind the winch to 
suggest a recent puncture. I planned to try to convey a 

sense of history, or a story if you like. Rather than a 
pure representation, I feel a few details like this can 

portray a narrative and is simple to do and I think it 
really adds a sense of authenticity and context.

The kit was started, and no real problems were 

encountered building the chassis. The kit was very well 

molded with no flash on the plastic sprues and clean 
etches for the details. It went together very quickly up to 

the point where I could start to think about how to 
construct the winch and frame.

To maintain the beaten up look a few parts were fitted 

with gapped seams and just slightly off line enough to 
give the impression of a fair bit of use (abuse?)……. 

nothing at all to do with any mistakes I may or may not 
have made, you understand! I left off most of the cab 

and it’s details for ease of painting and glazing later on.

I had recently stocked up on various plastic rod, tube, 

square, angle, channel and ‘I’ beam sections, brass 

wire, and found some left over chain I’d previously used 
on an N Gauge project. The only issue was trying to 
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source a suitably scaled cog for the winching 

mechanism, but more of that later.

Work on the winch frame was started by offering up 
various size strips to the chassis and using the eyeball 

method and a handful of suitably sized ‘I’ beam, 

channel and rod sections were selected. The two 

halves of the frame were then started. I used the lines 
of the cutting mat to keep the vertical members 

perpendicular to the horizontal ones and held all parts 
in place with masking tape to keep it square. The 45-

degree supports were added and once the glue was 
dry, it was removed from the mat and offered up to the 

chassis and trimmed to fit. The top cross beam was 
added, and the area behind the cab was given a bed of 

thin plasticard border by some angle to represent sheet 
metal, one being dislodged in keeping with the slightly 

neglected look.
A toolbox was put together from some square section 

and offcuts. The lid is in two parts as I wasn’t able to 
scribe a hinge seam narrow and deep enough so in 

using separate pieces I hopefully achieved a scale gap 
here.

The search for cogs ended by breaking apart a very old 

and broken cassette player (remember them?) and 
yielded a couple of cogs that after butchering with a 

razor saw seemed to fit. Not perfect, but good enough. 
You’ll often find very useful parts in old broken electrical 

goods, especially springs, shafts and odd little pieces 
that could come in handy, so it’s worth taking a 

screwdriver to them before recycling.

Plastic tube was used for the drum, 5mm diameter if I 

recall correctly. One end of the drum required capping 
to the same diameter as the drum, so I glued thick 

plasticard to one end, roughly trimmed it to shape then 
inserted it into the chuck of my pillar drill and used it as 

a lathe. I used a sanding stick to finish it off. The other 
end was tackled the same way. As this was larger, 

starting the capped end first allowed me to insert it back 
into the pillar for rounding off. The larger cog was then 

drilled out enough to slide onto the capped end of the 

drum. Holes were then drilled though the drum for a 
1mm plastic axle and then it was offered up to the 

frame to position the holes in the frame to receive it.

Next was the boom. I started on the pulley using some 

rod and a couple of 2mm brass washers for the pulley 
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itself. For the pulley body, which attaches to the boom 

arm, I roughly cut two pieces of thick plasticard to 
shape for each side of the pulley body. I temporarily 

laminated these together with CA glue, then shaped to 
profile with files and sanders then drilled the hole to 

receive the pulley axle. The two sides were pried apart 
and cleaned up, leaving me with two identical pulley 

sides which were then threaded onto the axle together 
with the rest of the assembly and the axle trimmed 

flush.

The two boom arms were added and the whole 

assembly added to the frame but was not glued in. I 
needed the boom to rotate as I wanted to position it 

correctly when I came to add the cables.

The chain that supports the booms was added and 
fixed to the frame with simple hooks made from guitar 

wire (0.090 Ernie Ball for the guitarists out there) and 
attached it to the boom with an eyehook so the chain 

would freely move through. I could then use a single 
length of chain and not worry about trying to get both 

sides even. I would have really struggled to get the right 

amount of ‘droop’ on the chains without this eyehook. 

Interestingly, this ‘droop’ is called a catenary in maths 

and actually taken from the Latin word for a chain.

Brass wire was wrapped around the drum for the cable 

and flooded with CA glue to secure it. Whilst I was 
pondering about the winding mechanism, I completed 

the bonnet (hood?). I decided to glue the smaller cog to 
the larger one and as the drum could move freely, I 

rotated it into position and lined up with the frame and 
marked a position for the hole to take the brass handle. 

A few more scraps of strut were added to support the 
other side.

The replacement front bumper (fender) was constructed 
in a similar manner to the side frames, i.e. using 

masking tape to hold it down and the cutting matt’s 
lines for alignment. To complete it, an offcut of chain 

was added to the bumper and flooded with CA glue to 
secure it.

Lastly the cable was made from brass wire, and a hook 

sourced from a nickel silver 2mm gauge wagon kit. 
Because the cable was rigid and the boom was pivoted, 

I was able to adjust the angle of the boom so the chains 
would hang just about right.8



The model was now ready for painting so after a quick 

run around with fine liquid cement to fix everything in 
place it was sprayed with grey primer. Now it’s off to the 

paint shop ……… but more of that later.

Hopefully, Paul will have finished working in the paintshop 

ready for next month’s issue. Fingers crossed.

This may be a 1:48 scale model but the principals for building 

a ‘period’ vehicle remain the same no matter what the scale. 

There are countless numbers of military vehicles in 1:72 

scale that can easily be converted for ‘civvy’ use on 

’00’ (1:76) layouts, for example - Ed

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend:- 

“NARROW GAUGE MODELING COMPANY” 

Hubbardston 

MA, USA 

(1) 978 928 5128 

specialising in On18, On2, On3 and On30 

‘narrowgaugemodeling.com' 

and Facebook at ‘Narrow Gauge Modeling 

Company’
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The inspiration for this kit bash can be found at http://www.railroad-line.com/forum/topic.asp?TOPIC_ID=32959&whichpage=1

…… and in the 12”=1ft world, here’s a great 
example of why the Six ‘P’ Principal should 

always be adopted!


The 6P Principal? 


Perfect Planning Prevents P*ss Poor


Performance !!
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JUST A FEW EPIC FAILS!

Erm. ‘Nuff said!

Please mind the step …… and the staircase!

The train arriving on platform 3 ……..

….. is the replacement for the train that arrived on 
platform 1!

Who needs dual gauge …. just move the rails!

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :- 

“TRIDENT TRAINS” 

Unit 10, The Craft Arcade, Dagfields Craft Centre, 
Crewe Road, Walgherton, Nantwich, Cheshire,  

CW5 7LG 

01270 842400 

www.tridenttrains.co.uk
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Great Little Trains of Wales Adventure 2019
part 1 - The Ffestiniog Railway
Dominic Emery

Our base for the first part of the holiday was Porthmadog but, 

unfortunately, we arrived too late for the last train of the day 

on the Welsh Highland Heritage Railway (WHHR). They were 

closing up for the day so I could not take any photos. Another 

trip on the line was not planned as there was no time to fit it 

in. So we made our way to our B+B and after settling in we 

made our way to the Ffestiniog Railway Harbour Station to 

get tickets for the next day. The ticket office had just closed 

so we had a combined late lunch and early evening meal in 

the station restaurant which overlooks the platforms. We 

decided to go for a walk and went to the end of the platform 

and saw that there was a footpath across the Cob towards 

the railway workshops at Boston Lodge. As we walked over 

the last train of the day returned to Porthmadog so we 

walked back to the station. The engine was refuelled and 

tanked before it left for Boston Lodge.

On the Saturday we went down to the Harbour Station and 

bought the tickets for both journeys on the Ffestiniog (FR) 

and Welsh Highland Railway (WHR). I picked seats in an 

observation car at the front of the train where the engine 

should have coupled up to. It wasn't our day! As the engine 

came, it didn't couple up but went to the siding next to us and 

picked up three carriages and put them on the front of the 

train! We moved to the second cariiage which had old drop 

down windows from where I could film the train. The guard 

told us that we could use the 1st class compartment which 

© biglittletrain.com
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had better uphostery. The guard locked the doors on the 

carriages that opened outwards. As we got into the journey I 

knew why the warnings on the carriage windows and tickets 

were so important ‘do not to stick your head out of the 
windows’. I would strongly recommend anyone travelling on 

the line to heed the warning. Of all the railways I've travelled 

on this is the one with the least clearance. This is especially 

apparent as the cuttings were dug out for narrow slate 

wagons and horses.

The Cob embankment opened in 1811 and as we arrived at 

Boston Lodge, where new carriage sheds are being built, we 

had travelled the 1st mile of our journey. Here are the main 

workshops and engine shed and where steam engines and 

carriages are still being built and overhauled. The first steam 

engine was built here in 1879. There is a station stop here 

which is used mostly by the workers at the works. Carrying 

on through a narrow cutting a track back and down to the the 

old interchange sidings with the Cambrian coast railway at 

Minffordd Station. Here is a direct interchange between the 

stations and a loop to allow trains to pass. 

There followed steady climbing up to Penrhyn Station where 

the station building is used as a volunteer's hostel. This is 

followed by a level crossing with manually operated gates 

protecting the Penrhyndeudraeth to Beddgelert road. We 

travelled on up to the loop at Rhiw Goch where the slate 

gravity trains passed each other in the 19th Century. There is 

a signal box and siding which had a diesel and engineering 

train in it. The next main feature on the line is a large curving 

dry stone wall embankment over a stream and is said to be 

the largest in Europe and was built in 1836. It is a good photo 

location and gives good views over the Dwyryd estuary. 

Shortly after passing the six mile point we reach Plas Halt, 

which is a request stop, and then follow a 90 degree curve to 

follow a route around Llyn Mair (Mary's Lake) still climbing 

and curving left and right til we reach Tan Y Bwlch 430ft 

above sea level. and is the principle intermediate station and 

a passing point for the trains. As our's was the first train of 

Boston Lodge - note all the new construction to the right

‘David Lloyd George’ moves to pick up extra carriages
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the day we didn't pass one on the way up but did on the way 

back.The engine stopped so that the crew could use the two 

flexible pipes on the water tower to fill the two tanks on the 

double Fairlie. Our journey carried on through the woodlands 

til we came to the “Great Deviation“ at Dduallt station which 

was built between 1965 and 1971 to the lift the railway 35ft 

above its original course. this allowed it to pass above the 

Llyn Ystradau reservoir and the Tanygrisiau hydroelectric 

power station and a complete spiral was built taking the 

railway over itself. This is a super place to take photos out 

and of the complete train, it is the only one in Britain. The 

1977 built Moelwyn tunnel has recently had its northern 

portal completed. In the tunnel the 1977 wooden sleepers 

have rotted and have been replaced with recycled plastic 

sleepers which will need to be replaced in 200 years! The 

view from the window on the left shows the old course of the 

original line and where it disappears into the lake. Along the 

deviation the cuttings are much wider and, as we rejoin the 

the original route, the line curves around the end of the lake 

and enters the loop at Tanygrisian station. Here the fireman 

goes and exchanges the tokens before we pass through the 

mining village and the line flattens out as we pass hundreds 

of miners’ cottages and mountains of slate waste on the last 

mile to Blaenau Ffestiniog. This stretch was reopened to 

passenger traffic through to Porthmadog in May 1982. 

A new joint station was opened on 30th April 1983 with the 

BR (Conwy Valley Line) which links Blaenau with Llandudno 

Junction. There weren't any main line trains running at the 

time of our visit …… just replacement buses! 

Our engine, ‘Merddin Emrys’, ran round in the run round loop 

and pulled up to the water tower to fill its tanks. After we had 

been let out of our compartment by the guard, who had to 

walk from the back of the train, we had just enough time to 

buy a coffee in the cabin before we got back aboard the 

same train for the return journey. I had bought Pullman 

supplement tickets for this part of our journey. The 

observation car, No. 150 “Gwynedd“, gave good views of the 

line but was terrible to film or take photos due to people's 

heads in the way. We had taken the first train so that we 

would be back in Porthmadog around lunch time … I had 

promised Gaby an afternoon off (no railways). 

We had lunch at the station and she went off for a walk to the 

next coastal village over the hill (Borth-y-Gest) and said I 

could go on the train again if I wanted too. I didn't need 

asking twice and this time picked the half open carriage at 

the front of the train. I noted that this one was narrower than 

the closed ones which gave me a little more room to hold the

video camera. The weather had improved, but I still kept my 
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jacket on for the second trip up the line.

On this second journey I knew I would be able to take better 

photos and video shots.The normal service trains were being 

pulled by the two serviceable Double Fairlies. A couple of 

days later one was replaced with 190 “Lyn“, a 2-6-2T and a 

replica Manning Wardle locomotive built for the Lynton & 

Barnstaple Railway. It was completed in 2010 by the Boston 

Lodge workshops. I went down to the Harbour station to take 

a few photos. A model of this loco has just been released by 

Heljan in OO9 scale.

It was the first time that I had seen a Double Fairlie and it

was interesting to observe how the fireman with his very 

short shovel fed both fireboxes with coal which he had to 

make sure didn't get caught on anything as we went past the 

tight cuttings/walls. The Double Fairlie 0-4-4-0T No. 10 

“Merddin Emrys“ was built in 1879 and overhauled and has 

been rebuilt many times over the years. It was returned to 

coal firing in 2007 together with the Boston Lodge works built 

(1992) “David Lloyd George“  which, too, was converted to 

coal firing in 2016 and are both the mainstay for the regular 

passenger services. Peco together with Kato are promising 

to bring one out in OO9 (we must wait and see if it does 

happen). 

One of the carriages used by the FR was an original L&B 

carriage and has been rebuilt several times over the years on 

the FR with a major rebuild to return it to L&B style in 1997. 

That gives a good excuse to buy the Peco L&B coach in 

OO9. 

In the photo below the rebuilt Bo-Bo diesel “Vale of 

Ffestiniog” was being used to shunt carriages in Harbour 

Station. There are also a large number of ex.South African 

Railways wagons, most of which are used for storing coal.

It was a very interesting trip on a railway that I had never 

travelled on before and highly recommended for a visit.

As a videograph I would not recommend paying the extra for 

the Pullman Carriage as it was, for me, not worth it. The 

railway shop had a good selection of narrow gauge model 

railway equipment and, yes, I did give most of my ‘pocket 

money’ out in the shop for such as guide books on the FR 

and WHR plus stock book, interesting and not just about the 

railways, well worth the £5 each. If you plan to travel on the 

line from Porthmadog, then sit on the right hand side of the 14
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carriage …… on the left are views more of rock faces than 

countryside! The more modern carriages have closed 

windows and are not much good to film out of due to 

reflections. If anyone would like more photos please let me 

know via the Editor.

More details of the Ffestiniog Railway can be found at:-

1) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ffestiniog_Railway

2) https://festrail.co.uk

3) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OKBDQomk6YM

4) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H4xidyu-UMI
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BLAST FROM THE PAST - WHERE IS IT?

The last passenger train called here on 7th November 1960 and the station 
was closed on the same day. Although the main lines still exist, the rest of 
the site has been demolished and redeveloped. 


Station Road still exists, but it no longer leads to a station even though the 
next nearest one is less than 500 yards South of the bridge over this station!


Think you know where it is? 


Check your answer on page 20.

Have you got any ‘testers’ for our readers? If you have, please send them in - 
with the answer! The poor old editor’s tested enough!
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T’INTERWEB TRAWLINGS
main contributor - Pat Honey

There are some things that shouldn’t happen. Things like 

people sending me t’interweb links that kick off a whole train 

(excuse the pun!) of thought that keep me awake for hours! 

Pat Honey sent me a couple of great links that did just that.

Amongst our readership, there are many who model in ‘009’ 

and ‘0n30’ and have primary industries (e.g. mining, forestry 

and farming) as the revenue generators for their model 

railway ……. much as is the case for narrow gauge railways 

the world over. 

The reality for most narrow gauge railways is that they often 

operated on a financial shoe string and the industries that 

relied on them were no well better placed financially. Both led 

a kind of hand to mouth existence which, in turn, led to a 

‘make do and mend’ attitude toward their operations. 

Sometimes the ‘make do’ led to some bizarre solutions to 

problems and the ‘mend’ produced many one off and quirky 

ideas. Perhaps the two links given to me by Pat say it far 

better than my words ever could ……….

1) https://youtu.be/unhXEQQk8G8

2) https://youtu.be/wA5s8aYRNdw

The first video clip shows a ‘human pantograph’ system in 

operation with all the attendant sparks that creates. This is a 

lignite (coal) mine and one has to wonder at their total 

disregard for ‘health and safety’ and/or their complete lack of 

awareness of explosive gases such as fire damp!

It does, however, portray ‘mining on a shoe string’ with some 

interesting equipment and practices ………. and some great 

use of some very simple points (switches)! There’s also a 

very rudimentary and interesting ‘tippler’ sequence. 

Let the YouTube clips play on and there are some very 

interesting underground sequences - not great for modelling, 

but fascinating all the same.

Who’s up for modelling a mine with a human pantograph 

collecting juice from a catenary system that runs into the 

mine? If you modelled such a thing you would, no doubt, 

have the ‘Doubting Thomases’ saying such a thing could 

never happen ……….. much do they know!

…….. and another from Pat Honey. 

You think GWR electric only units never ran in to Reading? 

Think again! This clip is well worth watching, especially for 

those who (like me!) think screw link couplings are a pain!

https://youtu.be/rkqj2DoBiiI

Just a thought after watching this ……. if the 12” to the 

footers can come up with adaptive couplers why, oh why, 

can’t the model railway world?

……… and back to mining, but this time with a much more 

modern theme.

The movement of primary produce these days is more and 

more dependant on ‘bulk handing’. Unit costs have to be kept 

to a minimum and that requires some innovative solutions.

Those modelling facilities as they might be today for moving 

bulk items may be inspired by this …….

https://youtu.be/1XkioFHJgDA

From these, maybe, extreme examples there seems to be 

little doubt that whatever solutions you come up with for 

moving product out of the ground in model form, there is 

probably a ‘living example’ somewhere out there in the real 

world.

There is much truth in the adage that, “In the model railway 

world you are only limited by your own imagination!”
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WOLFE LOWE AT FOLKSTONE
Shaun Horrocks

Well, first of all it’s a long way – just about as far as you can 

go in England without getting your tyres wet!

There were three of us involved -  Steve and I who built the 

layout with Neil completing the team for the weekend.

Neil had some holiday that week and so decided to go down 

a day earlier to ride the Romney, Hythe & Dymchurch railway. 

Meanwhile Steve & I collected & loaded the van on the 

Thursday evening to give us a good start Friday morning. 

Because of my age we could no longer hire from Practical in 

Congleton and had to use Cheshire Van Hire instead. 

Unfortunately they don’t do a short wheel-based Transit but 

the VW “equivalent” which, of course, is marginally smaller – 

just too small. So we “upgraded” to a Fiat Ducato – with 

space to spare! 

In the event we arrived about 2:30pm after a five hour trip in 

which we only stopped for, what at our age, is the mandatory 

loo stop and to change drivers.

On arrival the exhibition hall looks most insignificant with only 

an overgrown kiosk housing a cafe showing at ground level.

However, enter the kiosk and go down two flights of stairs 

and there is a full 1920’s ball room. Go down more stairs and 

there is a modern long exhibition hall complete with bar and 

restaurant looking out over the Channel to France! 

The real scary bit comes when you go on to the balcony and 

look down – a sheer 100ft+ drop to the bottom of the cliff.

The next challenge was getting the layout into the ballroom. 

The choices are carrying down two flights of stairs, a small 

people lift or backing down a precarious steep single-track 

lane cut into the side of the cliff. We chose the latter and 

Steve did a marvellous job with me ‘helping’ by hanging out 

of the passenger window to keep an eye on the wall! There is 

really only room for one van to unload at a time so a rapid 

decamp was in order. 

The next challenge was parking the van. The hotel was right 

on the front just down from the venue and it issued passes to 

park on the front. The only trouble was that there were no 

spaces there – even after three circuits of the town. 

Eventually we found a place – about 10 minutes walk away.

After all the trials and tribulations, setting up the layout came 

as a light relief. Neil arrived just as we finished the heavy 

lifting but to be fair there is not much other people can do to 

help us set up.

A quick test showed all points to be working and power to all 

track sections and even the mine train powered up nicely. 

Then panic! The mine wagons weren’t tipping! Much peering 17



and muttering identified the problem as one of the linkages to 

the tipping arm had become disconnected in transit. 

However, a laying on of hands eventually corrected this.

We retired to the hotel which was followed by the traditional 

visit to the local Weatherspoons – a “retired” chapel complete 

with balcony etc. We decided, before having a pint, to try 

once more to park the van closer. So a ten minute walk, 

followed by two more circuits of the town showed there were 

no suitable spaces – until we eventually arrived back in the 

exact space we started from! Our visit to the local 

Weatherspoons, with some of the Alsager team, restored the 

equilibrium.

Saturday morning dawned early with a traditional English 

breakfast and then off to the venue. The main line was up 

and running quickly but the mine loco took a bit of time to 

warm up. Thereafter it ran all day doing over 100 round trips 

in all without “interference”. These days it’s really a case of 

the tail wagging the dog – the quarry scene and automated 

mine loco taking centre stage.

Two studies in concentration!

Steve can be seen in the photo above giving his full attention 

to the shunting operations in the station whilst, in the photo 

below, Neil can be seen concentrating hard on the operations 

at the mine.

It really isn’t necessary to concentrate quite so hard, but it 

does show what committed operators they are!

Sunday morning had a more relaxed feel and there was 

some time to wander round the exhibition. 

There were two layouts from the Alsager Club members with, 

firstly, Ian Chippendale with his ‘Chipped Lane’ “O” Gauge 

layout and is seen in this photo engaging with one of our 

younger audience members. 

Secondly, John Cox and co with ‘Hartley Poole’ (just one of 

the members’ “N” Gauge layouts).
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Also there was Kevin Smith with his “Z” Gauge Shasta (which 

has been to our own show). We had a fascinating chat about 

his delving into 3D design and printing of “Z” Gauge loco 

bodies. Please ask him about it when he comes to our 2020 

exhibition with his new Japanese steam “Z” Gauge.

There was also a layout all the way from Boulogne-sur-Mer in 

France – in reality it had a far shorter journey than our own!

Sunday lunchtime came and, guess what, the French were 

doling out wine behind the layout……. French gravy again!

Neil left mid afternoon to make the long journey back as he 

was working the next day. Fortunately, Steve & I were to stay 

overnight.

Packing up at 5pm went fine and then the fun began! All the 

small (people only) lifts were clogged up so we got in the 

queue for backing the van down the single track lane. The 

traders beat us to it, so we had to wait. Then the top and 

bottom “ramp masters” weren’t talking to each other properly 

and we lost our slot in the queue! At ten past seven we 

eventually got our turn to back down the track. By now it was 

fully dark and backing down was a nightmare!

With much effort we were loaded by seven thirty and off up 

the ramp, round the town once more, but this time with the 

luxury of a parking space right outside the hotel!

A quick wash & brush up was followed by a very nice Turkish 

meal on the recommendation of the hotel receptionist.

The trip back on Monday morning was 50mph all the way to 

the bottom of the M40! Firstly there were only 2 lanes on the 

M20 all the way past Basingstoke – the other two being set 

aside as a lorry park! Then there was a long section where it 

was being ”upgraded” to a  “Smart Motorway”. The M25 was 

then in its normal state.

We rolled into Wilmslow at about 3pm to unload my parts of 

the layout and stock and then went back to Congleton to 

unload Steve’s stuff, returning the van by about 4:30, just in 

time for the 5pm cut off.

All in all an enjoyable weekend with much interest in the 

layout and many nice comments.

But it is a long, long way!!!!!!!!

More details of Wolfe Lowe can be found on the Club’s 

website at :-

https://www.macclesfieldmrg.org.uk/members-layouts/wolfe-

lowe-o-gauge/
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BREAKING NEWS

DAREDEVIL ‘TIGHTROPE’ WALKS ACROSS BRIDGE

RAIL ENGINEERS SAY PLANS WERE CREASED

PLANS TO BRING RAIL LINKS CLOSER TO THE 
COMMUNITIES THEY SERVE

SAFETY CONCERNS OVER NEW ROAD/RAIL LINK

VIRGIN TRAINS TEST NEW ECO-FRIENDLY 
LOCOMOTIVES

RAIL OPERATOR INTRODUCES SAUNAS TO THEIR ‘ALL 
INCLUSIVE’ TRAVEL PACKAGE
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OVER TO YOU

Dear Mike,

Thanks for the September newsletter; great as always but, 

well I never? Have people forgotten TT?

In response to Ben's request for ideas, I have to remind him 

of the mathematician's scale, the architect’s scale, the 

modeller's scale. It's 1:100!

The selling point of the TT system was that, at 3mm to the 

foot, it was three quarters the size of '00', but took up little 

more than half the area. As they say on the car advert "You 

do the Maths!". 

Of course people say "They don't do that anymore, do 

they?". My response is "Who doesn't?"  True, if you're a 

'cheque book modeller' or just want to play trains it's not for 

you because you can't walk into a shop and buy the latest 

shiny model and plonk it on the track. 

But that is an advantage. Everything you do will be new, 

different, challenging and creative. Isn't that what we want in 

this greatest of all hobbies? True, you need support, but this 

is available in abundance from the 3mm Society and various 

specialist retailers and manufacturers. And yes, Peco do 

make track you can use.

Enough of TT. That's just one possible solution. Staying with 

'OO' if you must, tight corners lend themselves wonderfully to 

industrial applications: breweries, steel works, docks etc. 

Why do you think they used 0-4-0 locos? Then there's narrow 

gauge. Now the possibilities really open up: 009, HOm and 

0n30.

If it really has to be standard gauge, how about going 

foreign? HO uses significantly less space (less than 3/4 of 

'00') and then there's continental TT. This is 1:120 scale or 

about 2.5mm to the foot and so is considerably bigger than 

'n'. 

Now how about a real challenge? British outline HO. Yes, it is 

possible by scratch building bodies for continental chassis. 

Lastly, have a think about layout design. It doesn't have to be 

a rectangle. It could be fatter at one end. For years I had a 

single dumb bell arrangement. Instead of just shunting up 

and down, my trains could depart, hide behind some scenery, 

then reappear later to be re-shunted. My layout had a double 

track main line, a single track branch and a freight only line to 

an (off stage) quarry. Fascinating operation - think Buxton!

So Ben, there are you are. Food for thought and if I've rattled 

a few cages, then that's good!

Regards,

Phil Mason

I have passed Phil’s reply on to Bob along with several others 

and I have published Phil’s reply simply because it seems to 

cover all the points and suggestions others have made. So 

many, in fact, Bob is now even more confused than he was 

before! My (and Bob’s) thanks to all who responded. Ed

*************************************

NEVER THROW ANYTHING AWAY!
There’s that old adage that ‘there’s no such thing as junk’. 

This is a good example of what the 12” to the footers can do 

after a rummage through their scrap box!

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :- 

“S.M.T.F.” (model shop) 

Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North, 
Poynton, Cheshire, SK12 1BY 

01625 850427
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THE LAST WORD and a plea for your support!

That’s it, as they say, for another month and I hope you’ve 

enjoyed the read.

Next month’s issue, December’s, traditionally has more of a 

seasonal ‘flavour’ and, I hope, this year’s Christmas themed 

issue will continue that tradition. Whilst we’ll have the usual 

mix of articles we will also be throwing in some ‘seasonal’ 

frivolities …….. and that is where you could be of great help.

If you have any jokes (yes, even the Christmas cracker 

kind!), stories or anecdotes with a seasonal theme, please 

send them in! Maybe you’ve come across cartoons on 

t’interweb we could use. You might even have a fun story 

about your own Christmas experiences. What can I say? 

Please, please, please send them in!

Last year I had a couple of Rudolf jokes sent to me that were 

absolutely hilarious but were too much of an ‘adult’ nature! I 

couldn’t publish them …… but at least I had a great laugh!

Come on, guys. If you come across anything that you think 

might raise a chuckle amongst our readers, please let us 

hear about it.

You could help to make our Christmas Edition a real ‘bumper’ 

issue….. and, maybe, set a new benchmark for next year!

It’s ‘over to you’.

Don’t forget, too, that if you get any humorous Christmas 

cards, send those in too (probably better if you just scan 

them!). There’ll be a round-up of the best (worst?) of them in 

January!

I hope you managed to send all your clocks back at the end 

of summer time …… I didn’t……. I couldn’t remember where 

I’d bought them from!

………. and if you think that one was bad, just wait until 

December’s issue!

Enjoy your hobby.

CLUB CONTACTS AND WEB ADDRESSES

Newsletter:-

e-mail “MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com"

telephone 07761 122126

Macclesfield Model Railway Group:-

web site ‘www.macclesfieldmrg.org.uk'

e-mail ‘macclesfieldmodelrailwaygroup@gmail.com'

telephone 07796 457978

07761 122126

Twitter www.twitter.com/@MacclesfieldMRG

Facebook www.facebook.com/macclesfieldmrg

If you would like to contact the Newsletter or Macclesfield Model 

Railway Group for any reason, simply ‘click’ on the appropriate red 

link above.

Don’t forget ……… your Committee members are:-

Chairman Shaun Horrocks

Vice Chairman Mike Hebblethwaite

Treasurer Ian Sheldon

Secretary Tom McDonough

Member reps Colin Moores

Tony Hallatt

Steve Nixon

Gerry Ogden

Andy Clayton

Newsletter Editor Mike Hebblethwaite

BLAST FROM THE PAST - Hibel Road Station, 

Macclesfield - built in 1849 by the LNWR.

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :- 

“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM” 

30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY 

0161 928 5940 

“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”
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